
Dream Windows & Encanto Sliding Patio Doors

"We work as a team and We always make it better"

CATALOG & COMPLETE SERIES



Dream Windows & Encanto Patio Doors Series

                                               DREAM SLIDING WINDOWS SERIES

When something stands the test of time we call it a classic. Sliding windows have long been used in 
American homes for their ease of use and space saving nature. DJ Dream series sliders have improved 

on an American classic by reducing friction with a raised sliding rail, nylon roller housing and metal
wheels. Our monorail system insures that only the wheels touch the frame to elimiate resistance.

While competition use plastic, DJ has integrated metal wheels to insure strength and prevent damage 
from debris that can collect on the track. Dream sliders are engineered to provide a modern touch to 

an American classic.



DREAM SLIDING WINDOWS SERIES

Low-E Gass
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DREAM SLIDING WINDOWS SERIES
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Dream sliding windows feature high quality steel tandem rollers in a nylon housing, for 
smooth gliding operation even at the largest sizes. Our monorail system insures that only 
the wheels touch the frame to eliminate resistance. These rollers can be adjusted for 
effortless operation of window sash.
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DREAM SLIDING WINDOWS SERIES

With all the extra glass used for energy 
efficiency the sound of a window 
sticking trying to open up or slamming 
shut by itself are all too common. While 
many windows still use century old 
technology where a string is attached 
to counterweights to open the window, 
DJ has worked with engineers to come 
up with a modern fix.

Our constant force counterbalance 
allows you to open your window  as far 
or as little as you like without the fear of 
the window crashing down. No more 
worrying about your window hanging 
on by a thread, update your home with 
technology for the 21st century.



DREAM SINGLE HUNG WINDOWS SERIES
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Low-3 glass



DREAM SINGLE HUNG WINDOWS
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DREAM SINGLE HUNG WINDOWS SERIES
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DREAM SINGLE HUNG WINDOWS SERIES



DREAM PICTURE WINDOWS SERIES
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DREAM PICTURE WINDOWS
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DREAM SINGLE HUNG WINDOWS SERIES



ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES

ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOOR SERIES
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ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES
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ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES



ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES
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ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES
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ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES
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ENCANTO SLIDING PATIO DOORS SERIES



"We work as a team and We always make it better" 


